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BRIEF STATE HISTORY
In 1868, Florida's new State Constitution
mandated that the first session of the Legislature
must adopt a seal to represent the state. The
resolution specified that the seal had to be the
size of an American silver dollar. It also stated that
the seal should contain the sun's rays, a cocoa
tree, a steamboat, and a female Indian scattering
flowers. These images were to be circled by the
words "Great Seal of the State of Florida: In God
We Trust."
Several changes have occurred on the seal over the years, although the basic
design has been maintained. The Indian woman has changed her clothing and
taken off her feathered headdress (only male Seminoles wore headdresses) so
that she is now a more authentic Seminole Indian. A mountain in the background
has been flattened (Florida has no mountains). The steamboat has been repaired
a few times. And a sabal palm has been transplanted in place of the original
cocoa tree to reflect the state's adoption of the sabal palmetto palm as the official
state tree in 1953.
The latest revisions took place in 1985
and this version of the Great Seal of the
State of Florida appears to have been
generally accepted as the definitive
version.
Florida's State Flag
Florida's official flag was adopted in
1900. Florida's flag has a red cross of
St. Andrew on a white field; in the center
is the state seal, which depicts a Native American (Seminole) woman scattering
flowers, the sun with many rays, palm trees (the large one is a cabbage palm), a
sailing steamboat, the land and the water.
Motto: In God We Trust (1868)
Capital: Tallahassee
State Symbols:
Flower: Orange Blossom (1909)

Bird: Mockingbird (1927)
Song: "Suwanee River" (1935)
State Tree: Sabal Palmetto Palm (1953)
Nickname: Sunshine State (1970)
Origin of Name: From the Spanish Pascua Florida, meaning "fest of flowers"
(Easter)
Land area: 53,927 sq miles
Number of Counties: 67
Florida was organized as a territory on March 30, 1821 and entered the Union on
March 3, 1845 becoming the 27th State to gain statehood.
Some numeric facts and plausible spiritual significance related to Florida's order
of statehood:
In Matthew 1:1-17, 27 was the number of generations from David to Jesus Christ;
the New Testament contains 27 books;
MAN is made up of body, soul, and spirit:
- As the body without the spirit is dead, so faith without deeds is dead. James
2:26
- Until a person has received the Holy Spirit they are spiritually dead.
Significance of the number 2 -For that the conflict of life and death is seen by the
acceptance of the Holy Spirit; Without the Holy Spirit we are incomplete, only two
of our three parts are alive; Speaks of the confrontation between the spirit of
death and life.
The TRINITY denotes Divine perfection and completeness (3x3x3) = 27 (Father,
Son, Holy Spirit);
The number 7 in Hebrew is (Sheh' vah) derived from root word meaning
complete or full;
Seven is also the seal of God. He stamped His approval of the creation by
resting on the seventh day.
Florida's Constitution(s)
1838
Seeking statehood for Florida, 56 delegates drafted Florida's first constitution at a
convention in St. Joseph; the city was selected over Tallahassee to host Florida's
first State Constitution Convention. The state's first constitution established a
bicameral legislature, a one-term governor and designated that departmental

heads be selected by the legislature.
1861
In order to formally secede from the United States, the drafters of Florida's
second constitution met in Tallahassee to tie Florida to the "Confederate States
of America." Laws governing the convention gave it the power to make
necessary changes and therefore Florida's second constitution did not have to be
submitted to the electorate for ratification.
1865
The end of the Civil War called for Florida's third Constitution to be drafted.
Although it was adopted, the constitution never became law because Florida
came under post-Civil War military jurisdiction.
1868
Florida's fourth constitution was often referred to as the "Carpetbag" constitution
and revealed the unstable period of post-Civil War Reconstruction. This
constitution allowed for the governor to appoint county officials, implemented a
public school system and established a state prison.
1885
In response to the abuses of government following Reconstruction, Florida's fifth
constitution weakened executive authority and added checks and balances. The
authors of the fifth constitution created an elected cabinet and added a
requirement to elect government officials. This constitution came to be Florida's
longest-lived and most amended constitution.
1968
Due to the large number of amendments proposed each session by the
legislature, it became evident that a new constitution that better reflected
Florida's modernization was required. As such, Florida's current constitution was
adopted in 1968 and replaced the 1885 version.
Preamble To Florida's Constitution, 1885:
"We, the people of the State of Florida, grateful to Almighty God for our
constitutional liberty, in order to secure its blessings and to form a more perfect
government, insuring domestic tranquility, maintaining public order, and
guaranteeing equal civil and political rights to all, do ordain and establish this
Constitution."
Selected sections from the Constitution of Florida:
Section 5. "The free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and worship
shall forever be allowed in this State, and no person shall be rendered
incompetent as a witness on account of his religious opinions; but the liberty of

conscience hereby secured shall not be so construed as to justify licentiousness
or practices subversive of, or inconsistent with, the peace or moral safety of the
State or society."
Section 19. "Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a punishment
for crime, whereof the party has been duly convicted, shall ever be allowed in this
State."
Section 22. "The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers
and effects against unreasonable seizures and searches, shall not be violated,
and no warrants issued but upon probable cause, supported by oath or
affirmation, particularly describing the place or places to be searched, and the
person or persons, and thing or things to be seized."
PROPHETIC WORDS FOR THE STATE OF FLORIDA
Chuck Pierce defined a state having a covenant root as those that have aligned
with God's covenant plan with Israel. (Notes from Watchman Conference, April
2009, Christian International Ministries Network, Santa Rosa Beach, FL)
Florida's Covenant Root - "Resolution Favoring Israel Passed Unanimously.
TALLAHASSEE, FL;" posted March 10, 2003, by S. Olidort, www.lubavitch.com
"On Friday, March 7, 2003 Florida's House of Representatives unanimously
passed a resolution declaring the state's solidarity with Israel and support of its
fight against terrorism. HR 1A
"Rabbi Schneur Zalman Oirechman, director of Chabad of Tallahassee and the
capitol district, was invited by House Speaker Johnnie Byrd to recite the
invocation at the event, where he met with Byrd to discuss the resolution.
Sponsored by Republican Representative Adam Hasner, of Delray Beach, the
resolution calls on Florida and Israel to maintain healthy relations with each other
and offers support through economic trade, cultural exchange programs, and
promotion of tourism in both states. "The resolution sends an important message
of our support for Israel as the only democratic nation in the Middle East, and
America's staunchest ally in the region," says Hasner."
Taken from Releasing the Prophetic Destiny of a Nation, by Dutch Sheets and
Chuck D. Pierce, Florida's motto is "In God We Trust." Sheets and Pierce
designated Florida first for revival: the Forerunner State. We are called as
forerunners in the purposes of God, forerunners in revival, and forerunners in
destiny for the nation. Florida is an apostolic state with a governmental mantle to
shift and change this nation. The twenty second floor of the State Capital building
in Tallahassee is an Isaiah 22:22 floor, where the church of Florida is to pray
from and govern the state. Isaiah 22:22 declares: "The key of the house of David.

I will lay on his shoulder; so he shall open, and no one shall shut; and he shall
shut, and no one shall open."
Forerunner Defined: a messenger sent before to give notice of the approach of
others - an ancestor or predecessor - a prognostic - a sign foreshadowing
something to follow - a harbinger - properly a person who goes to provide harbor
or lodging for those that follow. - a forerunner, - a precursor - that which precedes
and gives notice of the expected arrival of something else; example: freedom
outposts.
Chuck Pierce, April 2001
"Florida is a first fruits state and "as goes Florida" is going to be how the United
States goes. Florida will be the first state to put prayer back in schools."
First Fruits Defined: the fruit or produce first matured and collected in any season
- the first profits of anything - the first or earliest effect of anything in a good or
bad sense.
*Pray that Florida would meet every jot and tittle of this prophetic word.
Cindy Jacobs, April 2006: "Send your harvesting angels. God is going to harvest
the coast. The Lord says, I'm getting ready to release the harvesting
anointing. There will be a day when Panama City will have the reputation of
being the cleanest Spring Break (destination) in the nation."
Redemptive purpose of Florida - released from the Board of Counselors for the
U.S. Strategic Warfare Network, Florida: "We believe Florida to be a prophetic
voice to our nation and a point of release for world revival.
Chuck Pierce saw Florida as the most dangerous state we have in the United
States. God showed him that Florida had a covenant root but had a path of
darkness that was being set up for war. It was established all along that way. It
was like war units of the enemy were being established greater than the freedom
outposts. The Lord showed Chuck that Florida could have such a move of God's
glory that the whole nation would experience glory. Georgia has a root of violent
covenant resistance; if this evil path from Florida were to make it into Georgia our
nation will have tremendous problems for the future. God can shift this, but we
have to see where we are and pray accordingly rather than from our will. We
have to learn to move with God and know our assignments. The path of evil from
Florida forming is a warpath. The warpath had incredible units, Tampa being the
strongest one. The units were able to communicate all along and through this
region. Chuck saw that Florida would be like a gun that caused our nation to reel
and actually come into a great wound. Florida could become the greatest glory
move in our nation or the greatest path of wounding for our nation in days ahead.

Using the prophetic word to war over the state, we partially used a prophetic
word given by Chuck Pierce: "There is a war mantle on you. Stand in the place of
victory. Break down the structures that oppose you, line upon line. A gift I have
thrown to you and this nation for war."
A prophetic word from Cindy Jacobs, August 19, 2009: "Florida is going to be a
great army; God has made Florida a great weapon in the hand of God." (Jer.
51:20) "Florida, you are my battle axe and weapon of war. Florida is a war-club,
a battle axe. There is terror in Tampa, Tallahassee and Miami - a ring of terror;
but, God has a ring of fire. Shaking, shaking, shaking. Florida is my threshing
floor for the nation. The key is the marriage of righteousness and justice." There
are revolutionary angels moving around; we are moving into a Kingdom Season
where we war from the glory realm of Heaven, bringing forth our future.
12/31/09 Chuck Pierce - The prophetic word given by Chuck Pierce at the head
of the this year states, "For I say, My sword will begin to turn up the ground of
Florida - And I say, I will show you trading violations from St. Augustine in
through Pensacola that set a course for this nation. I say to you, Watch the city
of San Francisco, watch the city of Houston, watch the city called Kansas City,
and watch the city called Salt Lake City; watch Reno - for these will be cities that
will be the beginning of 10 that I will change. - I say, Florida will begin to feel my
kick going into these next 10 years. And I say, that from the kick of My foot it will
be seen that Florida now is beginning to move forward in ways where it was
stymied. I say to you, know that cities will now begin to change in ways that my
people have asked for me to change them. There will be supernatural inroads of
change that I produce beginning now." says the Lord.
Pensacola and St. Augustine are the oldest colonies in America. Therefore, this
word takes us back to the foundations of this nation. The trade violations we
have discovered are slavery, religious wars, shedding of innocent blood, idolatry,
and broken covenants. These are the five key things that have defiled the
land. In 1996, the Lord showed Martha Lucia that Tallahassee, Florida was the
high place of the nation where the Phoenicians had established Baal
worship. Tallahassee became the place where government and trade routes for
this nation began. After four years of meetings, the High Place of the Nation
Conference took place in Tallahassee and we knew we had taken this place for
God. The 2000 presidential election was one of the things that occurred after this
time making us very aware of God's agenda for this place.
Florida could be the entry way for evil in this land. It was a sign when
government and law enforcement officials declared open season on pythons in
this state. Florida is where Leviathan and Python contend for the future of this
nation. It has great economic influence over how this nation goes. In the 20's
Florida was one of the reasons we had the crash on Wall Street. When the land

boom collapsed it threw our nation into a collapse as well.
12/31/09 Chuck Pierce continued:
You go back 100 yrs and then 100 yrs again and there are patterns that must be
overthrown through kingdom worship and when we do this Dagon falls over. I
actually saw FL will be concentrated on more than any other state; to gather and
worship. It's not a political thing at all. In the midst of it you must deal with and
go deep inside the land and bring forth the spirit of God on the land. You will get
patterns in the land. Hell wants the mouth of Key West to be controlled. There
are some divisive structures working there and you have to take the head
off. HIT LEVIATHAN'S EYE.
When we researched the patterns within the previous 100 years and 100 years
before that, we found devastation after devastation in the land. Battles fought and
treaties broken. When we compared it to 2009, we found victory after victory
within the colleges and sports arenas where Florida was making history and
breaking records of old.
Chuck Pierce has been holding meetings in Florida to help raise-up the
triumphant reserve in this state, to help shift Florida to her covenant root, and to
see the manifestation of the freedom outposts in this land.
According to the word of the Lord from Cindy Jacobs, we will win in 2010 and see
a great awakening and reformation, the restoration back to a Biblical worldview of
which we have all dreamed.
PRAYER POINTS
*Thank God for Florida's covenant root which lies with her support and alliance
with Israel. Pray that Florida would continue her efforts to maintain healthy
tourist and trade relations; and that she would continue to undergird Israel
through prayer, provision and missionary efforts.
*Pray that Florida would stand resolute in the tenants of her constitution and her
principles.
*Pray that Florida would repent and make full restitution for all accounts where
she participated, knowingly or unknowingly, in slavery or involuntary servitude, as
is evidenced by historical accounts of such trade out of St. Augustine; and where
this has opened the door for the current dilemma in human trafficking in Florida.
*Pray that Florida would bring that which is profitable to the Kingdom of God in
this season; that she would lead the nation into sweeping educational
reformation with the reinstitution of both sanctioned prayer and the declaration of
allegiance to the United States and her flag.

*Pray for these harvesting angels to come and reap across Florida, from the
coasts to our boarders along Alabama and Georgia. Pray for this release of the
harvesting anointing and for a great move of unprecedented evangelism and
decisions for Christ in every "field" that is white unto harvest. Pray that this
movement will ignite the fire for world revival. Pray that the "firebrands" of God
be released to run to and fro across this state, and across this nation.
*Pray for the continued discovery and destruction of all structures that procreate,
instigate or manifest the spirit of Python or Leviathan in every sector of the state,
every public and private institution, every form of business, every system of
government.
12 DAYS OF "ROLLING INTERCESSION" FOR FLORIDA
We are taking 12 days of "Rolling Intercession" to pray for Florida instead of one
week. These 12 days of prayer, fasting, and warfare will begin in Key West on
July 16th and end in the Pensacola area on July 27th. These specific areas of
Florida will have times of coming together on the day assigned to them. During
this time we are asking those involved with prayer movements throughout Florida
and from the different States to join us as we seek His Face for Florida and our
Nation.
We also shared some additional prayer points to those who will be involved in
these times of prayer for Florida:
· Pray for Awakening (Revival) for your town, county, state and nation.
· Pray that the Lord will hover, bringing an open heaven to your region of
Florida.
· Decree that salvation, signs, wonders, miracles come to your city and region.
· Pray for unity of purpose to come to the church of the city in your region.
· Decree that the covenant root in Florida is strengthened and fortified.
· Proclaim that our covenant connection with Israel is not cut off. Pray this on a
state and national level.
· Pray for the 2010 Elections for your city, county, state and nation. Here is a
list of candidates on a state and national
level. http://www.uselections.com/fl/fl.htm
· Pray that Florida will elect Pro-Life government officials.
· Pray that Florida becomes a Pro-Life state.
· Pray over the Oil Crisis:
· Decree Holy Spirit hover over the chaos in the Gulf of Mexico as He did in
Genesis 1:2
· Ask God to heal the bleeding of our Nation
· Proclaim that Christ is Lord over the earth and seas
· Pray for the Lord to place His thumb on the leak

State Wide Conference Call - Calling Florida to Awakening and Reformation
Friday, July 16 (9:00 p.m. eastern / 8:00 p.m. central)
Listen Only Info: 712-432-1001 | Access Code 412 835 776
Below is a map showing the different regions/areas of Florida and the dates
assigned to them:

For more information about the 12 Days of Rolling Intercession for Florida,
please go to this website:
http://forerunner-ministries.org/prayer.html
We are also holding a Solemn Assembly for Florida on August 7th in Tampa.
For more information on this please go to this website:
http://forerunner-ministries.org/prayer/solemnassembly.html
Lastly, we have included a quote from one of Cindy's emails regarding Root
52 that expresses our prayer and heart's cry for Florida and our Nation:
"We see a remnant arising. There is a triumphant reserve. There are those who
recognize it is no longer "business as usual" and the grass roots movement is
feeling the wind of resurrection blowing. If we will take our place in repentance,
bowing low before God in humility with fervent prayer and fasting, seeking God's
face and His heart towards our Nation, we believe that united with God and one
another, a nation can be shifted."
Submitted by,

Ken Malone - USRPN for Florida
Martha Lucia - USRPN Apostolic Council
Florida Reformation Prayer Network
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Prophetic)Word)for)America)
Bishop'Hamon
Monday,'July'26,'2010'
Note:'Also'visit'Cindy'Jacob's'website'http://www.generals.org'for'her'
recent'prophecy'that'agrees'with'Dr'Hamon.
When'we'started'worshipping'tonight,'I'asked'the'Lord'to'share'some'of'his'
heart'and'mind'concerning'the'United'States.''He'started'sharing'and'I'
started'writing'as'fast'as'I'could'while'you'were'worshiping'and'I'was'
agreeing'with'you.'So,'I'want'to'share'with'you'some'of'the'things'that'God'
shared'with'me.'This'is'a'prophetic'word'from'the'Lord,'and'what'he'is'
saying'and'thinking'and'planning,'amen.'So,'the'Lord'says,'“I'raised'up'this'
nation'to'fulfill'my'purpose'in'this'world.'The'founders'and'forefathers'
prayed'and'made'covenant'with'me.'As'I'remembered'my'covenant'with'
Abraham,'so'I'will'remember'my'covenant'with'the'founders'and'
forefathers'of'America.'But'America'has'forsaken'me,'as'Israel'did.'They'
have'turned'to'other'Gods.'But'when'they'cried'out'to'me,'I'raised'up'
deliverers'and'delivered'them'from'the'oppression'of'their'enemies.'
America'is'not'paying'heed'to'those'things'that'I'am'speaking'and'doing'to'
get'their'attention.''Therefore,'I’m'going'to'allow'a'thing'to'happen'that'
will'get'America’s'attention'greater'even'than'9/11.'I'am'going'to'allow'a'
thing'to'happen'that'will'open'the'eyes'of'my'people'to'see'how'close'they'
are'to'destruction'and'their'loss'of'liberty'and'freedom.'Send'out'the'
message'for'my'people'to'cry'out'to'me.'And'I'will'arise'as'a'man'of'war'
and'make'my'glory'be'seen'and'my'power'be'made'known.'I'am'jealous'for'
my'nation.'I'will'fight'for'my'church'this'nation'as'I'did'for'my'nation'Israel.'
I'will'not'be'mocked'or'denied'my'rightful'place'in'my'church'and'this'
nation.'I'have'decreed'and'set'things'in'motion'in'the'heavens'that'will'
soon'be'manifest'on'the'earth”'says'the'Lord.'

Amen,'that’s'the'heart'and'mind'of'God.'Now'I'want'you,'over'the'next'few'
days,'on'your'computer'or'in'your'Strong’s'concordance,'to'look'up'all'the'
places'where'the'Children'of'Israel'cried'out'to'the'Lord'and'where'it'says,'
“God'remembered,'God'remembered,'God'remembered.”'And'see'some'of'
the'principles'and'some'of'the'realities'that'took'place.'And'remember,'
throughout'scripture,'it'wasn’t'the'whole'nation'that'repented.'It'was'just'a'
few.''I’ve'been'sharing'a'word'in'the'nations.'As'I'have'gone'a'few'places,'
the'Lord'gave'me'the'word'of'the'Lord'for'that'nation,'that'God'calls'the'
least'to'do'the'most.'He'called'little'David'to'do'more'than'a'whole'army'
could'do:'bring'down'Goliath.'He'caused'the'four'lepers'to'take'a'hopeless'
condition'and'get'things'moving'where'the'whole'city'could'not'get'it'done.'
God'calls'the'least'to'do'the'most.'And'I'want'to'encourage'you'again'now.'
I'really'believe'with'all'my'heart,'as'I’ve'written'the'book'on'the'reasons'for'
speaking'in'tongues'and'I'shared'with'the'MTC,'that'the'Holy'Spirit'is'a'
helperVVnot'a'dictator,'not'a'controller,'not'a'manipulator.'He'is'not'
independent'and'touchy.'The'Bible'says'he'is'a'helper'to'come'alongside'
and'help'us.'He'comes'right'alongside'our'spirit,'baptizes'our'spirit'with'a'
spirit'language.'And'actually,'when'you'will'put'your'mind,'just'like'when'
you'were'praying,'I'was'praying'in'tongues'and'my'spirit'was'in'agreement'
with'what'you'were'praying'because'he'helped'me.'You'see,'some'of'you'
are'just'looking'around.'You'can'activate.'Come'on.'You'should'be'praying'
in'tongues.'I'listen'with'my'mind,'and'my'spirit'language'says,'“Ok,'I’m'with'
you.'Let’s'go'for'it.”'And'my'spirit'language'is'praying'in'agreement'with'
the'prayer'that'is'being'prayed'in'English.'The'Lord'showed'me'that'we'can'
agree'and'say,'“Ok'Holy'Spirit,'we’re'going'to'pray'for'this'one'thing.”'And'
we'all'can'be'praying'in'tongues'in'a'different'language,'but'praying'for'the'
same'thing,'at'the'same'time,'for'the'same'purpose.'And'I’m'making'a'push'
to'get'a'million'people'praying'around'the'world'following'the'clock'around'
the'world'to'where'we'have'a'million'people'praying'for'the'same'thing,'at'
the'same'time,'in'tongues,'because'the'Holy'Spirit'is'here'to'help'us,'to'
direct'us,'and'enable'us'to'do'warfare,'intercede'and'pray.
I'know'the'repentanceVwe'have'to'do'that.'But'then'there'comes'a'time'
when'you’ve'got'to'quit'repenting'and'go'to'war.'You'have'to'go'to'war.'
Every'time'they'repented,'then'they'went'to'war.'Gideon'repented,'but'
then'they'went'to'war.'We'have'to'go'to'war.'And'I'tell'you,'we'have'
entered'a'new'stage.''I'have'been'talking'to'several'churches'around'the'
world'as'I'went,'but'also'throughout'CI.'And'I'tell'you,'every'one'of'them'

has'been'shaken.'But'God'is'shaking'us,'and'testing'us,'and'preparing'us,'to'
see'who'is'going'to'be'qualified'to'be'forerunners'and'reformers'in'this'
Third'Reformation.'God'is'shaking'everything'that'can'be'shaken.'God’s'
shaking'out'nations'that'will'be'sheep'and'goat'nations.'We’ve'got'to'pray'
and'intercede'for'our'nation'and'arise'and'decree'and'declare.'God'said'he'
has'decreed'something'in'heaven'tonight'that'soon'will'be'manifest'on'the'
earth.'And'God'is'going'to'do'something'to'get'America’s'attention,'even'
greater'than'he'did'at'9/11.''So,'that'means'we'have'got'to'get'ready'and'
prepared'to'be'a'voice'for'the'Lord.'Everything'that'was'prayed'tonight'is'in'
alignment'with'what'God'wants'to'do'and'what'God'wants'to'perform.'
So,'let’s'stand,'and'let’s'come'in'agreement.'Let’s'agree'right'now'that'we'
need'revival—throw'them'at'those'young'people.'We’re'not'going'to'win'
them'unless'we'see'supernatural,'sovereign'visitation'of'God.'God'has'got'
to'sweep'through'this'nation,'through'his'church,'arising.'And'they’ve'got'
to'see'a'demonstration'of'no'god'like'Jehovah'Jesus.'No'god'like'Jesus.'That'
younger'generation'has'been'brainwashed'in'their'schools,'without'a'God,'
without'the'Ten'Commandments,'and'their'families'haven’t'taught'them.'
So,'there'has'got'to'be'a'sovereign,'divine'visitation'coming.'And'it’s'
coming.'We’re'going'to'see'the'greatest'power'of'God'manifest'that'we’ve'
ever'seen.'Did'you'hear'some'of'the'prophecies?'God'said,'“I’m'going'to'do'
things'that'have'never'been'done'before.”'I'heard'the'Lord'say,'“I’m'going'
to'do'a'thing'that'will'make'your'ears'tingle'and'make'the'hair'on'the'back'
of'your'neck'stand'up.”'We’re'about'to'see'God.'God'said,'“I'am'tired'of'
them'ignoring'me'and'mocking'me.'I’m'going'to'be'known.'I’m'going'to'
demonstrate'my'glory.'I’m'going'to'demonstrate'my'power.”'We’ve'seen'it,'
we’ve'talked'it,'we’ve'prayed'it,'we’ve'preached'it,'we’ve'heard'it.'And'I'
agree'with'the'prophecy'that'Apostle'Greg'Catalano'gave'that'I’m'going'to'
live'to'see'it.'I’m'going'to'live'to'see'and'declare'the'glory'of'God.''I'want'us'
to'agree.
Tonight,'I'believe'we'touched'heaven.'There'was'only'one'prophet'by'the'
name'of'Daniel,'which'prayed'and'interceded'and'turned'the'nation'back'
to'their'place.'It'takes'only'a'few.'Don’t'think,'“Well,'we’ve'got'to'get'the'
president.”'No,'no,'we'just'need'a'few'people'crying'out'to'God.'And'
tonight'we'caused'heaven'to'shake'and'heaven'to'awake'and'earth'to'be'
moved,'amen,'because'we'prayed.'It'only'takes'a'few,'it'only'takes'a'few.'
God'never'uses'many.'He'only'takes'a'few.'And'as'Jonathan'said,'it'makes'
no'difference'to'the'Lord'to'be'saved'by'many'or'by'few.'Now,'I'want'us'to'

agree'with'God'in'this'word'that'it'will'begin'to'implement.''We'say,'“God,'
reposition'us,'realign'us'to'do'your'will.”'Amen!'We’re'going'to'take'about'
five'minutes'to'pray'in'tongues.'We’re'going'to'say,'“Holy'Spirit,'take'
everything'that'we’ve'heard'and'ingest'it.”'Praying'in'tongues'does'two'
things:'it'births'what'your'ears'hear'and'it'gets'you'impregnated'with'it.'If'
you'just'listen'without'the'spirit,'it'goes'in'one'ear'and'out'the'other,'so'to'
speak.'If'you'hear'something'and'pray'in'tongues,'it'ingests'it,'it'births'it,'it'
impregnates'it'into'you'so'it'becomes'a'part'of'your'spirit,'amen.'How'
many'want'what'has'been'heard,'and'said,'and'done'and'prayed'tonight'to'
become'a'part'of'your'life,'spirit'and'being?'Amen.'God'is'going'to'do'some'
great'and'mighty'things.'It'says'in'Daniel'that'powers'of'government'were'
given'to'the'church'and'the'Ancient'of'Days'arose.'But'the'verse'just'before'
that'says,'“the'enemy'was'prevailing'and'winning'over'the'saints,'until…”'
We’re'getting'ready'for'that'“until.”'I'say'we’re'coming'to'that'“until”'day'
when'the'Lord'gave'powers'of'government'to'his'church'to'demonstrate'
his'glory,'and'the'church'took'the'kingdom,'amen.'I'want'us'to'take'10'
minutes'of'letting'your'spirit'man'pray,'and'we’re'all'going'to'agree'and'
pray'and'ask'the'Holy'Spirit'to'lead'us'all'to'pray'in'alignment'and'unity.'
Look,'one'can'put'a'thousand'to'flight,'two'can'put'ten'thousand,'and'75'or'
80'or'100,'whatever'is'here'tonight,'we'can'take'10'billion.'How'many'have'
got'your'spirit'language?'That’s'your'greatest'power.'The'spirit'language'is'
the'activator'to'activate'every'divine'attribute,'gift,'and'grace'of'God'in'
your'life.'It’s'the'greatest'gift'the'Holy'Spirit'could'give.'Are'you'ready?'Now'
remember'to'get'power,'it’s'like'going'to'that'water'dam,'you'don’t'get'any'
power'from'a'trickle.'The'water'has'to'force'through'that'turbine'to'get'the'
generator'moving.'So,'I'want'you'to'pray,'amen,'from'the'depths'of'your'
being.'Out'of'your'innermost'being'shall'flow'lifeVgiving'watersV'life,'health,'
healing,'deliverance.'Out'of'your'innermost'being'flow'rivers'of'living'or'
lifeVgiving'waters.'Jesus'came'that'we'might'have'life'and'that'more'
abundantly.'Are'you'ready?'

